*Erratum: The publisher has incorrectly transposed
Figures 4 and 5.
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Confederate Curio: A Wooden Carving from Tikal, Guatemala
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In 1907, "a piece of rosewood with human face carved in
profi Ie" (Cat. No. 247221) entered the collection of th e
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural Hi story (S mithsonian Institution 1907). Close examination of the piece in
20 14 (F ig. I) confirms that this object is a hitherto unknown
fragme nt of a wooden lintel mounted over one of the temple
doorways at the Maya city of Tika l, Guatema la. The condition and dimensions of the fragment, the timing of its departure from Guatema la, and the style of the carving indi cate
that this fragment came from one of two likely places : (1) a
missing portion of Lintel 2 from the central inner doorway
of Temple II; or (2) the missing beam "d" of Lintel 3 from
Temp le 1. Temple II Lintel 2 is known only from two slabs
photographed in the early 20 tl1 century by Teobert Maler; one
of those slabs is now at the American Museum of Natural
History in New York. Temple I Lintel 3 is spl it between the
Museum der Kulturen in Basel, Switzerland, and the British
Museum. If from Temple II Lintel 2, tbe buman face could
likely be a portrait of Jasaw Chan (or Kan) K'awiil, a.k.a .
"Ru ler A ," who ruled Tikal from ca. AD 682- 734. If from the
missing portion of Temple I Lintel 3, the face may represent
a piece of a throne or back-rack.

A Confederate Collects
There is a certain irony tbat the slab now resides in the Smithsonian, a Federal co ll ection of the US government. Its donor,
Leonard A. Wailes (1838- 1926), was a Confederate officer
during the US Civil War and, in his earlier years, no friend to
Washington, DC. Wailes came of unusual stock (Fig. 2). His
father and grandfather were ardent naturalists and friends of
John James Audubon, who executed their portraits in pencil and on painted ivory (Dockery 2009:Figs. 4-6; Sydnor
1938: 128- 130). Originally from Adams County, Mississippi,
Wailes bimself served in the Mississippi Cavalry, participating in the ferocious Battle of Shiloh in 1862. Prior to the
war, he had trained as a physician at Philadelphia's Jefferson Medical Co llege and was assigned towards the end of
the conflict to the Medica l Corps in Alexandria, Louisiana
(Confederate Veteran 1926:187; Dockery 2009: 17; Guice
2010). Wailes settled in New Orleans, Lou isia na after the
war (Confederate Veteran 1926: 187; Times-Picayu ne 1926:2).
By the fina l decade of the 191h century, when he was we ll into
hi s 50s, Wailes took on a new role as fo unding physician of
the Louisiana Leper Home. One account hints at his resol ute
nature. He appears to have been one of the few members of
its staff, at times working as sole "doctor, nurse, priest, and
servant" of what must have been a highly distressed set of
pati ents (B londheim 1958: 19; Duffy 1962:452).
mexicon

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the Wailes Fragment by James Doyle. (b)
Drawing of the Wailes Fragment by Stephen D. Houston. (c) Detail
of the mutilation on the Wailes Fragment by Stephen D. Houston.
A few years later, Wailes, now in his 60s, reported to
Centra l America as resident medical officer for the Louisiana
State Board of Health (Medical News Items 1907:755; Public Health Reports 1904: 1299). From Livingston, Guatemala,
Puerto Cortes, Honduras, and Limon , Costa Rica, Wailes
monitored outbreaks of yellow fever. Such news was of pressing concern to New Orleans, the main port ofthe United Fruit
Company - mosquito-borne disease might easily accompany
its cargo of bananas from Centra l America to the United
States. Wailes was
in place to see that
this did not happen.
His final years were
spent in part as an
amateur hi storian
of his Civ il War
regiment, in nostalgic recollection
of battles fought
almost 60 years
before (e.g., Wailes
19 16a; 19 16b; 1920;
1922a; 1922b). He
also patented, at the
age of 85, a "SelfRegi stering Sca le
for Fishing Rods"
(Patent US1458014 Fig. 2. Daguerreotype of B. L. C. Wailes
A 1923)
and Dr. Leonard A. Walles, ca. J 850. Pho,.
tograph by David Dockery.
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Fully consistent with famil y tradition, Wailes acquired
many curiosities during his travels, gifting them to the Smithsonian in several installments (Smithsonian Institution 1905;
1906; 1907; 1909). These include, by year: 1905 ("Mammal,
reptiles, and seeds of plants; fossil shell, Cypaea mus, variety
bicornis Sowerby" ), 1906 ("Port Limon, Costa Rica: Marl
containing Tertiary fossils ; fossil and mound shells, and skull
of an agouti "), 1907 ("Skull of Agouti paca; pottery fragments and stone and pottery objects from Central America"),
and 1909 ("Hercules beetle, Megalosoma elephas, and a ' rear
horse ' or ' praying mantis,' Chaeradodis, from Guatemala").
The Wailes gift of 1907 drew special attention from the
Board of Trustees of the Smithsonian (Smithsonian Institution 1907:21 ; our emphasis):
"One of the most important donations in prehistoric archeology was received from Dr. L. A. Wailes, of New Orleans,
Louisiana. The collection came from Central and South
America and may be briefly described as follows: From
the Peten district in Guatemala small baked clay heads
representing various types of physiognomy and head gear,
fragments of large earthenware vases, mainly ornamental
parts showing the human face; portions of figures of vases
with hands, arms, feet, and legs, modeled in the round, the
feet showing sandals and the method of attachment; other
fragments representing animal forms, apparently finished
in a kind of glaze; pottery whistles, a clay spindle whorl, a
small polished stone chisel, and a piece of rosewood with
a human face carved in profile. From Costa Rica, small
carved-stone images, earthernware vases (mainly tripods),
and a pottery whistle representing a toad. From Chiriqui ,
Panama, earthernware vessels and polished stone hatchets,
the latter begin characteristic of that locality, hexagonal
in section with beveled surfaces; a polished stone hatchet
from Mexico, an obsidian knife from Honduras, and a pottery bowl of black polished ware, with four animal figures
grouped about the rim, from Venezuela."

The woodcarving, said explicitly to come from the Peten, remains to this day in the archaeology collections of the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History (A247221-0).
The donation was likely motivated by the construction ofthe
Museum's current home between 1904 and 1911, and perhaps
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Fig. 3. Comparison of profile portraits on Tikal wooden lintels.
Drawing by James Doyle after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982.
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by Wailes' wish to house his varied collection in a nationally
prominent repository (National Museum of Natural History).
It is uncertain, however, why the carving drifted into oblivion.
One reason may be staffing. In 1920 William Henry Holmes,
originally appointed as curator of "Aboriginal Ceramics," left
for the embryonic National Gallery of Art. Thereafter, the
Museum tended to focus more on field research than direct
study of their Mesoamerican holdings.

"A Piece of Rosewood"
The Wailes fragment measures 27.5 cm in height, with the
width varying from 5 cm at the lower end to 6 cm at the upper
end, and 7.5 cm at the widest point of the nose (see Fig. 1).
The depth ofthe fragment is highly variable, ranging from 3.3
cm at the thinnest point, to 4.5 cm at the thickest. The object,
weighing 302 g, depicts a Late Classic Maya (ca. AD 700)
figure in profile in a very dense wood, that of the sapodilla
or chicozapote tree (Manilkara zapata).
The fragment came from a far larger beam, its grain running along its length. That slab had eroded in part, isolating
the fragment and leading to its degradation near the chin of
the face. At some point, the fragment seems to have been
pried and split from the wood, probably during extraction;
these breaks still appear surprisingly fresh, marking two lateral sides, just under the nose and next to the eye. The upper
portion of the piece was hacked out with at least four or five
strikes of a metal blade, probably a hatchet or machete. The
mouth of the figure has suffered damage from at least three
(and probably more) blows from a different blade, significantly pre-dating the extraction blows, probably evidence of
an act of ritual mutilation typical of Maya monuments (Just
2005; Mesick 2006). Three blows cut in sharply, dislodging
vertical chunks of wood; smaller marks, no more than thin
slices, lightly incised the surface (see Fig. lc). A robust blow
may also have taken off the ala and bottom half of the nose.
The angle of the blows from upper left to lower right hints
that the axe-wielder was right-handed. There is some pitting,
almost crescentic in shape, on the bridge of the nose and
under the eye, about seven instances in total. This damage is
probably ancient as well, but would have involved a chisel
or gouge rather than a
chert axe. The figure
wore a headdress, the
beaded headband of
which is just barely visible, covering a fringe of
hair cropped short over
the forehead. There is a
bored drill hole on the
upper reverse side, presumably created post-extraction for the purposes
of hanging or mounting.
This hole pierced the
front and split the wood
Fig. 4. Copy of Eusebio Lara 's drawing slightly near the top of
ofTikal Temple I, Lintel 3. Object 29 .1 the head, by the fringed
in the Eastern Antiquities collection of hair. Other than the
the Society of Antiquaries of London,
intentional marks, the
UK, courtesy of the Society.
wood is in remarkable
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state of preservation, with little damage from humidity or
temperature-related splitting.
Based on our knowledge of extant wooden fragments
from other sites, the dimensions of the Wailes fragment,
and the style of the carving, we argue that this fragment
came from one ofTikal 's wooden lintels. The high forehead,
prominent nose, pendant eye with incised round pupil, and
half-open mouth of this portrait are all consistent with late
seventh and early eighth century Late Classic depictions of
rulers at Tikal. Comparative portraits come from both Temple
I and n lintels, likely contemporary with the fragment, as well
as slightly later portraits from Temple IV and Temple III, part
of the same tradition ofTikal woodcarving (Fig. 3).

Institution of Washington. Recent research has corroborated
the hieroglyphic evidence of a late seventh-early eighth century date for the wooden lintels, including a cal. AD 658-696
date for the production of Lintel 3 from Temple I (Kennett
et al. 2013).
The earliest lintel beams to depart Guatemala were the
two Temple I, Lintel 3, fragments that were purchased in 1875
in Flores; these are now in the British Museum (Coe, Shook,
and Satterthwaite 1961 :21). The majority of the carved
beams were acquired by Carl Gustav Bernoulli, son of an
apothecary in Basel and member of a distinguished family of
Swiss mathematicians - to whom we owe Bernoulli numbers,
polynomials, and differential equations. Inspired by an aged
Alexander von Humboldt, who urged the young botanist to
visit Guatemala, Bernoulli duly traveled to that distant counLintels that Leave
try, established several pharmacies, bought a coffee plantaWooden objects of Classic Maya origin are extremely rare, tion, and collected, from 1858 on, a large sample of pressed
with just a handful of surviving examples in both portable
plants (JSTOR). The segment of his journeys that interests us,
objects and architectural sculpture. Carved lintels are known
however, was a trip in 1877, when Bernoulli visited Tikal and
from Tikal and EI Zotz in Peten, Guatemala, Ozibanche in "prepared a contract so that well-preserved pieces [of several
Quintana Roo, and sites in the northern Yucatan such as
carved lintels] could be sent to Coban." Bernoulli doubted
Chichen Itza, Kabah, and Uxmal (e.g. , Stephens 1962[1843]: how quickly this would be done - in one letter, very much of
117, PI. 25). The example from the House of the Governor
its time, he attributed to local inhabitants an "unprecedented
at Uxmal is especially lamentable. Embellished with a long
laziness that has to be seen to be believed" (Meyer-Holdampf
text that was never drawn, it was featured by Frederick 2002-2003 :74). In any case, Bernoulli did not make it back.
Catherwood in a display that went up in flames on July 31, Within a short time, he was dead, expiring in San Francisco
1842 (see the foreword by Wolfgang von Hagen in Stephens
n' lj. .
1962[1 843]:xvii- xviii). Another purported lintel appeared in
the Barbachano Ponce Collection and was written up by Flora
Clancy, but is a crude fake that "quotes," in reversed orientation, Lintel 2 from Temple IV at Tikal (Gallenkamp and
Johnson 1985:PI. 74)'. Portable wooden objects are equally
few, limited to examples like those in, among other holdings,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art (1979.206.1063), the Princeton Art Museum (yI974-8 and yI990-71), and the Library
of Congress (Tortuguero Box, Jay I. Kislak Collection).
The earliest known wooden lintel, now at the Museo
Nacional in Guatemala City, came from the site of EI Zotz,
stylistically dated to the early AD 500s; those at Ozibanche
are slightly later, from AD 554. But it is Tikal, Guatemala,
where such lintels abound (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:
97- 105, figs . 69- 75). Two come from Temple I, at least one
from Temple II , one, perhaps two, from Temple III, two from
Temple IV, and a final example from Structure 10 (50-52).
The last is distinct in that it was found, not in a pyramidal
temple, but spanning a doorway in the royal palace or Central
Acropolis. Notably, all occur on buildings in more-or-Iess
East-West transect across the site, in rough chronological order of the temple's construction: Temple I and Temple II (ca.
AO 695- 730), Temple IV (ca. AO 740- 750), then Temple III
(ca. AD 780-810). The Tikallintels were first reported by Ritter (1853), Rosny (1882), and Maudslay (1889-1902). In fact,
Maudslay (1883:204), impressed by the preservation of the
wood, felt that the very existence of the lintels "showed that
it was not necessary to consider the temples to be older than
about three centuries before the arrival of the Spaniards."
Fragments from Tikal are now spread across several
collections in Guatemala, the United States, and Europe,
Fig. 5. Tikal graffito of jaguar palanquin and profile portrait backincluding the British Museum , the Museum der Kulturen
Basel (formerly the Museum fur Volkerkunde), the Ameri- rack. Drawing by Stephen D. Houston after Trik and Kampen 1983 :
Fig. 7L
can Museum of Natural History, and now the Smithsonian
mexicon
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Fig. 6. Hypothetical placement of the Wail es Fragment on Tikal Temple I, Lintel 3.
Original drawing by William Coe; addition by Stephen D. Houston .
Courtesy of the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania.
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of " phthi sis," probably tubercul ar pneumonia, on his return
trip to Sw itzerland (Meyer-Holdampf2 002-2003:73); Maler
( 19 11 :42), in a biographi ca l sketch, had menti oned Bernoulli 's "wea k lungs" and "fea r he wo uld not be equa l to the
diffi culti es of th e j ourney." By 1879, the linte l fragments
had found their way into the ethnographi c museum of Basel,
whi ch a llowed the great Orientali st Leon de Rosny to photogra ph and publish them in 1882 (Rosny 1882: 40-4 1, Plates
8- 12). Herbert S pinden brought th ree add iti onal beams to
New York in 19 14. The remaining fragments stayed in situ
or in storage at Tikal.
Maler ( 19 11 :43) g ives some insight into the process of
re mov ing the beams:
"The Indians, by the way, when they pulled out the carved
beams fro m the temples of Tika l, at the instance of the art
connoisseurs, adopted the reprehensible method of burning
offboth ends, in order to save their machetes. As this process
is a rather slow one, they frequently leave the beam burning
while they go to their mea ls or dri nk their polsol, and are
qui te undisturbed if a pair of sacerdota l feet, the plume of a
helmet, or some interesting hieroglyphs are consumed during their absence. (The half-c harred beam which I pulled out
fro m under a heap of debri s in Great Temple n is an inco ntrovertible proof of my asse rtion.) These people do not know
the use of saws, and it is very diffic ult to cut the exceedingly
hard Isapo// wood with a mac hete. But since these beams
with the ends burned offand the backs cut away are still very
heavy to carry, and also because the Indians frequentl y see
very little of the large sums expended for such wo rk, they
generally end by leaving one or two beams in the temple or
throwing them away on the road, as the Indians themselves
have very comp laisa ntly told me! "
T he Wa il es frag ment ha il s fro m the Peten, as no ted upon
its access ion, yet it does not be long securely to any of the
known carved bea ms at Tikal. All surviving human profil es
that face to the fi gure's ri ght are acco un ted fo r, even eroded
ones, like that of the dwa rf to lower ri ght on Templ e I, Lintel
3 - hi s eye has a full pupil and ca n thu s be eliminated as a
cand idate. Nor does it accord with the Structure 10 lintel in
the A merica n Mu seum of Natura l Hi story (Jones and Satterth wa ite I 982:figs. 70, 75). According to Coe, Shook, and
Satterth wa ite ( 196 1:22- 23), a number of carved beams were
mi ss ing w hen they prepared their meticulous survey: Templ e
I, Linte l 3, beam d, and three beams of Temple II, Lintel 2. A
complete ly unknown Linte l could have prov ided the Smithsoni an frag ment - there is a chance that now-di sappeared ,
carved lintels existed in Temples III and IV. But it appears
more likely that either Temple 1 or Temple II was the Wailes
fragment's original home.
Both are stro ng candidates . The beam of Temple I, Lintel
3, that did not get purchased in Flores may have been left
in situ o r proved too damaged fo r remova l. The reduced
fragment as seen today could have made its way to Fl ores
or Beli ze and eventually to Wailes in Liv ingston. (It seems
doubtful that the doctor ever made hi s way to Tikal, a difficult
journey for someone of his age). Simon Martin (pers. comm .
2014) encouraged us to consider the scale of the head in the
Smithsonian fragment. At approx imately 27 cm , the head appears to be slightly Larger than the face of the woman in the
missing fragment of Temple II Lintel II, another candidate
for our fragment (see below). It is also slightl y larger than
mexicon
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the ruler 's profile in Temple I, Lintel 3. Perhaps, as Martin
suggests, the missing beam of Tikal Temple I, Lintel 3, held
the head and back-rack ofth e j aguar palanquin effigy, the costume of the seated Jasaw Chan K' awiil, and the rear portion of
the throne and pa lanquin platform pictured in beams b and c
(See F igure 3). As Martin points out, the original engra vings
published by Ritter (l8 53:Taf. 1), based in tum on draw ings
by Eusebio Lara in 1853 (F ig. 4), show w hat purports to be
thi s linte l scene, w ith a large, crowned head fl oating behind
the seated ruler (Coe, Shook, and Satterth waite 196 1: Fig 2 1a;
Hammond 1984 : PI. XX lla). Pl ausibl y, then, if the rul er 's
(or effigy 's) costume or th ro ne he ld a portrait mas k element
fac ing the viewer 's left in beam d, the Wa il es fragment could
re present the face that Lara noted in hi s sketch. In the drawing, the arti st represented a similar line ofh air protruding onto
the fo rehead of the di sembodi ed head, suggesting a possibl e
likeness of the fa ce in th e new ly identifi ed fragment. A nother j ag uar palanquin , on Pi edras Negras Stela 10, di spl ays
a compara bl e face as a back ornament (David Stuart, personal
communicati on, 201 4; Stuart and G raham 2003:55).
Yet there are two poss ible challenges : fi rst, the sca le of
Lara 's drawing is unreli able, as it reco rds the dwarf at the
same size as the ruler; and second, several of the other orig inal
draw ings show fl oating heads w ith crowns, suggesting that
the face on the Wail es fragment may not actua lly represent
a human visage (see Hammond 1984: PI. XXc, PI. XX 1Yb ,
PI. XX Yl c). Martin also pointed us to further ev idence of an
anth ro pomorphi c e lement to the effigy 's decorati on in a graffi to of a j aguar palanquin fro m Tika l Structure 5D-65 (F ig. 5;
Trik and Kampen 1983 :Fi g. 7 1). At least one other graffi to
conta ins a profi le face as part of its back-rack, although other
representati ons ofa similar j aguar pa lanquin do not record the
face e lement (Trik and Kampen 1983: Fig. 72). Still , and very
much in favor of Martin 's suggestion, th ese effigies co uld
have worn removable j ewelry or other acco utre ments. If so,
the face on the Wailes frag ment could represent such a fea ture
as a pali of an effigy 's bac k-rack (F ig. 6).
The second poss ibility is Templ e Il , Lintel 2. The three
mi ssing beams mi ght have been removed afte r Ma udslay 's
visit in the 1880s, when they appea red to have been in situ ,
and before Maler 's visit in 1904. Coe et al ( 196 1:35) argued
that the fig ure on the extant beams of Temple II Linte l 2
would have been the central fi gure of the composition. But
Spinden ( 19 13:257), w ho removed the onl y sUr'viv ing fragment, had another interpretati on, namely that the two bea ms
photographed by Ma ler came fro m the right side of tbe composition. Thi s alternati ve leaves suffic ient room for a mi ssing
person in profil e poss ibly re presented by the Smithsoni an
fragment. In thi s case, the fi gure could have been Jasaw Chan
K'aw iil , the like ly builder of Templ e II , paired w ith his wife
or mother, w ho is presumabl y de pi cted on the known beams
(Coggins 1975: 549- 550). Ma le-fema le pa iring on linte l
sculpture and monuments, a lbeit w ith couples facing each
other, was common during the Late C lass ic at many other
sites, such as Yaxcbilan, Piedras Negras, and Ca lakmul.

A Recovered Prize
Wooden carvings are among the rarest of Maya finds. This
was not for want of production - such obj ects do occur archaeologically but in unusual, water-logged conditions, as at
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Cancuen and Chichen Itza, or in exceptionally dry settings
like those at Rio Azul or southern Belize (e.g., Coggins 1992).
Finding such a sculpture is worthy of note, especially when
one comes to light in a prominent public collection, with a
date of acquisition over a century ago. The most probable
conclusion from contextual clues is that the Smithsonian fragment came from one of two sources, Tikal Temple II, Lintel
2 or Temple I, Lintel 3. The former possibility hints at a far
more elaborate composition for Temple II, Lintel 2 than previously supposed, with more than one figure, not just a royal
female. This reconstruction would recast Temple II as a building focused, perhaps, on a royal couple. If facing left, in an
orientation of high honor (see Palka 2002), the personage on
the Wailes fragment was most likely a Tikal ruler, probably
Jasaw Chan (Kan) K'awiil. The latter possible reconstruction,
as part of Temple I, Lintel 3, would accentuate the complexity
of royal back-racks found on palanquin effigies. Regrettably,
the intensity of the assault on the lintels in the 1870s raises
a real worry that other lintels from Temples III and IV have
perished, and that the Wailes' piece is their sole remaining
vestige. But not all is glum surmise. If the Smithsonian fragment could be re-discovered so long after its donation, then
other pieces may still appear in forgotten niches of private or
public collections.
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Note
(1) It is possible that such carved lintels were more common: many eighthcentury buildings at Piedras Negras had doorways spanned by wooden
lintels, now entirely gone, with disastrous consequences for the stability
of their masonry vaults. The profusion of carved lintels at Yaxchilan
leads to the suspicion that Piedras Negras had an equal number, but of
perishable material.
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RESUMEN: Este articulo se enfoca en el hallazgo de un fragmento de
escultura de madera proveniente de Tikal, Guatemala, ahora enbodegada en las colecciones del Museo Nacional de Historia Natural del
Instituto Smitbsoniano, en Washington, D.C. E I fragmento , previamente
desconocido, fu e donado al museD en 1907 por un cirujano veterano de
la Guerra de Secesi6n Estadounidense, quien trabaj6 como registrador
de la fiebre amarilla en America Central. EI fragmento, que presenta
un rostro, proviene probablemente del Templo II , Dintel 2 0 Templo I,
Dintel 3 de Tikal. Estas posibles procedencias sugieren que el rostro en
el fragmento es de Jasaw Chan (Kan) K'aw iil (alias "Gobernante A"),
qui en probablemente construy6 los Templos I y II; 0 que fue tall ado
como parte de l disfraz del mismo gobernante en la viga de madera
faltante del Dintel 3 del Templo I.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG: Dieser Artikel berichtet tiber ein bisher nicht identifiziertes Fragment einer Holzskulptur aus Tikal, Guatemala in der
Sammlung des Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History in
Washington, D.C. Das Fragment wurde im Jahr 1907 von einem Biirgerkriegsveteran gespendet der sich in Zentralamerika aufhielt, urn die
Verbreitung des Gelbfiebers zu tiberwachen und stammt wabrscheinlich
aus einem der beiden bekannten Bauwerke, Tikal Tempel II, Lintel 2
oder Tempel I, L intel 3. Diese beiden moglichen Quellen deuten darauf
hin, dass das Gesicht auf dem Fragment entweder Jasaw Chan (Kan)
K'aw iil (auch bekannt als " Herrscher A"), den wabrschein lichen Erbauer der Tempel I und IT darstellt, oder aber ein Gesicht, das Teil eines
komplexen koniglichen Rtickenschmucks von dem fehlenden Balken
von Tempel I, Lintel 3 is!.

The Macrolith of EI Chiquero, Belize

w. James Stemp, Jaime J. Awe and Christophe Helmke
From June 2003 to December 2004, the Belize Valley Archaeological Reconnaissance (BVAR) conducted an archaeological mitigation in the Macal, Upper Macal, and Raspaculo
River Valleys in western Belize (Awe et al. 2005). The area
investigated by BVAR included the entire landmass that
would be affected by the construction of the Macal River
Upstream Storage Facility, known locally as the Chalillo
Dam. During the course of investigations, archaeologists
recorded a number of small sites, including EI Chiquero,
where they discovered a large chert bar. This macro lith now
represents the largest known chipped stone artifact reported
to date in Belize.

The EI Chiquero Macrolith
The macrolith was found at the small site of EI Chiquero, near
the sites of Ramonal and Rubber Camp, in the Upper Macal
River Valley (Fig. I). In relation to better known archaeological sites, EI Chiquero is located 18 km northeast of Caracol
and approximately 33 km south of Cahal Pech. Specifically,
the EI Chiquero macrolith was recovered at the summit of
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Structure 210, a 4. I-meter tall pyramidal shrine structure
built on the south end of a long, L-shaped platform (Awe et
al. 2005: 84) (Fig. 2). It was found near the surface under the
humus layer, which suggests that it may have originally been
erected on top of the structure as a small stela-like monolith,
or may have originally been deposited i the terminal construction of the structure itself.
This artifact is essentially a very large biface with one
rounded end. It measures 96.5 cm long, 15.5 cm wide and 6.5
cm thick (Fig. 3a) and weighs 13.05 kg. It is nearly complete,
with one end broken off, and was snapped into two halves
at some point in the past. Somewhat fortuitously, since the
exterior surface is almost completely covered in a white
patina, the break at the approximate longitudinal mid-line
of the artifact exhibits the original color and texture of the
raw material. The chert is very fine-grained and is banded
grayish-brown. Visually, it looks extremely similar to some
of the cherts from the 'chert-bearing zone' of Northern Belize
(Hester and Shafer 1984; Shafer and Hester 1983).
Based on the raw material, we believe the macrolith was
made in Northern Belize. Moreover, given its size, a large J45
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